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Name of the Educational Program: History 

Advanced Academic Education Level: Bachelor in History 

Volume of the Program in Credits: 240 credits 

Purpose of the Program: The Program of  History aims at providing a coherent knowledge and 

understanding of Georgia’s past history,  its relationships with Caucasus Region and other part of the 

world. The specialization studies past political events, military actions, and social life, understanding 

such significant aspects as economics, law, culture and civil society. The program of History aims to make 

students understand historical concepts such as continuity and change, cause and consequence, 

similarity, difference and significance, and use them to make connections, draw contrasts, analyze trends, 

frame historically-valid questions and create their own structured accounts, including written narratives 

and analyses. All of this is meaningful for students to become a member of modern world society.  

The graduate will be able to work at archive funds, museums, media-press, tourist agencies, as an 

assistants at scientific centers, government and non-government organizations, high schools and 

universities (except academic positions), and at any private organizations.   

 Learning outcomes:  

After the course the graduate knows and has developed following skills: 

1. Knowledge and Understanding 

Knows history of Georgia from past to present times. The graduate has a whole grasp of political 

events. Knowledge of historic processes (wave of political repression), which took place in the first 

half of the XX century; fight of Soviet Union against free media and democracy; migration of 

Georgian politicians and scientists to Western Europe and the USA, their cultural and political 

believes. The student is aware of their works and international affairs of Georgia. 

Knowledge of ancient civilization, ethnics, religions and life style in past ages; is able to classify 

population according to their ethnic features; is aware of Georgian archeological discoveries, 

treasure and  phases of historic development. 

Knowledge of ancient civilizations, political and social-economic events of the East. Possesses 

information about European civilization -  in Greece and Rome. 

Knowledge of European feudal countries, their foundation, development, as well as  political, 

economic and social-economic facts. Is aware of Middle Age European countries; knows their 

achievements in culture and science in Golden Age period. Knowledge of reforms in period of 

Capitalism - has brief knowledge about how did capitalism develop in European countries in post-



feudal period; is aware of  European political events concerned to colonies, its internal events, 

social-economic and political believes of  well-known Europeans. 

Knowledge of both continent of America: their colonies, foundation of the USA, and all the events 

in New Age period. Knows about modern history of Europe. Knowledge of history of close Eastern 

countries 

Knowledge of Georgian alphabet, ancient scripts, development of Georgian writing, its phases and 

role in religion and literature. 

Knowledge of geography and history – historic geography, historic borders of  Georgia. The 

student is able to show political, historic and administrative parts of the country, its ancient towns 

and villages, roads and other meaningful places.  

2. Ability to use the knowledge in practice 

The student is able to speak about geographical role of Georgia in modern Caucasus and close Eastern 

countries; apply the theoretical knowledge received throughout the studies while  highlighting historical 

facts about Georgia and its role in modern world politics, social-economic and cultural events. Can 

categorize them and put in chronological order. Is able to show different historic periods and analyze 

their role in meaningful processes and situations. 

The student is able to discuss different historic events, such as Crusade; speak about  date and place of the 

event, its role in history as a whole and make a connection with a definite period in history of Georgia.  

Can name main political and economic features of the period, choose a topic, study it and present to the 

auditory. Is able to speak about role of the USA in the worldwide politics, economic and history, as well 

as role of the country in The World War II itself, and in the post-war period. 

The student is able to speak about the processes, which were meaningful in development of Islam 

religion. Is aware of Eastern and European feudalism, can compare the main points of it in different 

context.  

Can highlight role of Georgia in politics of Eastern countries (Iran, Arabic, Mongolia, Turkey). The 

student is able to put in order, compare and analyze historic events of different countries and different 

periods.  

3. Ability to  Draw Conclusions 

Students are able to collect materials within the sphere of historical facts and events for the purpose of 

their further analysis. They can speak about international affairs of feudal Georgia and analyze its role in 

worldwide politics.  

Student can describe epochs, highlight meaningful dates, compare events and give important information 

about causes and effects.  



4. Communication Skills 

The student has developed necessary skills to interpret documents and sources from the foreign language 

into Georgian, is able to classify, illustrate it. Can prepare detailed presentations concerned to the events 

in the field of history in Georgian language.  

The student is able to study the sources, determine them; use given information as an argument in case it 

is needed to prove an opinion. 

5. Learning Skills 

The student is able to adapt to the learning process; plan their further educational needs according to the 

courses.  

Search independently for the necessary information, project the plan and back it with appropriate 

reasoning in order to resolve the problem, demonstrate self-organization skills. 

6.  Values 

The student is able to form and develop social values; to take part in process of new creating general 

ethical values; besides, they aspire to establish them in society. The student processes strong sense of 

responsibility towards colleagues and society as a whole.  

Assessment System 

The highest possible grade in assessing student performance is 100. It is a state centralized grading 

system. 

There are following division of the grades at Teaching University: 

Attendance -5 points 

Midterm Examinations - 25 points 

Final Examinations - 30 points  

Last 40 points are given in aspects pointed by a class manager and is presented in a syllabus.  

The Grading system shall allow for: 

a) Five types of positive evaluation: 

a.a) (A) Excellent  - 91 % of the grade and above; 

a.b) (B) Very good – 81-90% of the maximum grade; 

a.c) (C) Good – 71-80%  of the maximum grade; 



a. d) (D) Satisfactory – 61-70% of the maximum grade; 

a.e) (E) Acceptable – 51-60% of the maximum grade; 

The following 100 point scale of assessment. 

Two types of negative evaluation: 

b.a) (FX) Fail – 41-50% of the maximum grade, implying that more effort is required for passing the 

course and the student is allowed to sit an additional examination after independent work; 

b.b) (F) Fail – 40% and less of the maximum grade, meaning that the student’s performance is 

unsatisfactory and he/she has to take the course. 

The student’s knowledge is evaluated with Midterm examination as well as Final examination. 

Student is entitled to pass a make-up exam in case he/she field his Final exam. Make-up exam is 

allowed to be passed during 10 days after Final examination. 

  

 

 

 


